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Agnes, Queen of Hungary, for bloody deeds against 
the people, leading to their being still more incensed 
wfth the Austrian power. A band of Swiss breaking 
~ohe night into the convent of Ein siedeln, gave the 
Archduke Leopold excuse to invade Switzerland 

with an army of fifteen thousand to twenty thousand, 

which force was totally defeated and indeed destroyed 
by thirteen hundred Swiss, in the fierce battle of 

Morgarten, on the 15th of November, 1315. 

Immediately thereafter, on the 9th of December, 
1315, deputies from the three cantons of Schwytz, 

Unterwaiden and Uri, met at Brunnen, on Lake Lu 

cerne, and formed the compact for the Swiss or Hel 

vetian Republic. A truce for six years, with the 

acknowledgment of the freedom of the Swiss by 
Austria, immediately followed. So was formed the 

Mountain Republic, the after-adhesions to which, by 
other cantons, have already been given in the pre 

ceding article. Another attack by Austria, in 1386, 
ended in the battle of Sempach, on the 9th of July 
of that year, with the heroic act of Arnold Winkel 
reid in opening a way for his Swiss by receiving a 
dozen of the enemy's spears in his own breast, and 

the terrible defeat of the Austrians, who lost six 
hundred noblemen and two thousand common sol 

diers, with a total loss to the Swiss'of only two hun 
dred. . 

' 1 

Various internal conflicts necessarily took place, 

during following centuries, between the banded can 

toris and those who had not joined them ?the most 

important being the struggle of 1444, when twenty 
thousand Schwytzers beleaguered Zurich, and a terri 
ble battle took place at St. Jacob, on the Birs, be 
tween an Armagnac army of some fifteen thousand, 

led by the Dauphin of France (marching to aid one 
.side or the other?no one can be certain which!) 
and sixteen hundred Swiss. Of the Armagnaes, sev 

eral thousand were slain, though they were victori 

ous: of the Swiss sixteen hundred, history has it that 
ten remained alive after the battle ! ^ 

The last remaining great conflict of the Helvetians 
was that with Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, 
in 1474, under a quarrel principally incited by Louis 

XI. of France and D?ke Sigismund of Austria. They 
won the battle of Hericourt, as allies of the Austri 
ans ; then, deserted by the latter, bloodily defeated 
the duke, with one hundred thousand men, at Gran 

son, on Lake Neufch?teV their own force being 
twenty thousand ?again at Murten, on the Lake of 

Morat, with something less than the same dispropor 
tion of numbers ?arid still again,. and finally, at 

Nancy, in Burgundy, the crushing blow being cap 
ped by the death of the great Burgundian warrior. . 

Other conflicts, indeed, and of consequence, there 

have been, some of them melancholy enough, but( 
rather internecine than national. In a struggle with 

the Germans, known as the "Siiabian War," in 1495, 

they met with the usual success of victory over 

greater numbers, at Frastenz and Schwadenloeh ? at 

the former place tradition having it that the enemy 
lost four thousand three hundred, and they thirteen ! 
Into the bad blood, and the bloodshed following, be 
tween the Protestant arid Catholic cantons, accom 

panying and following Zwinglius and the Reforma 
tion, we have no call to enter ?closing with a word 

of the position of the Helvetians during the French 
Revolution, somewhat brought about, no doubt, by 
the habit of the Swiss to enter all armies, and the 

massacre of the Swiss Guard, at Paris, in the com-i 
mencement of that contest. Napoleon built the 
" 
Cisalpine Republic 

" below the Alps and adjoining 
the Swiss Grisons, and demanded that the Helvetian 

Republic should guarantee everything that its peo 
ple demanded, or be swallowed up by his own over 

weening power. Neglect or refusal led to " annexa 

tion 
" 

of one part and another of Switzerland to the 

French power, to the bloody occupation of the whole 

by the French troops, and so to the downfall of the 
old confederacy. 

Napoleon needed a Switzerland, however, as a bar 

rier between his own empire and Germany. He who 

had destroyed, rebuilt ? 
badly, no doubt, but rebuilt. 

By the 
" 
Mediation Act" he prevented cantons mak 

ing war on each other?something that he naturally 
did not desire, as he needed the Swiss troops in his 
armies. Half remodeled, the confederacy lived again. 

When Napoleon fell, with some wisdom gathered 
from the past, it strengthened. The Congress of 

Vienna recognized it as an "independent, neutral 

-State." Since then, the cantons, as already shown, 
have been drawing closer together, while in every 
detail of education, commerce, manufactures, and all 

that makes a nation, Switzerland has been more and 

more " 
coming to the front," lately crowning all with 

a new constitution which makes her truly one of the 

nations of the world. It is impossible not to recog 
nize, in closing, that something more than the won 

derful natural magnificence of Switzerland, her grand 
mountains and fertile valleys ?is presented there 

for the study and admiration of Americans. Her 

history has been one long struggle against superior 
power, one long record of bravery and patriotic de 

termination, setting an example to the Men of the 
West, that they may have occasion not only to re 

member but to imitate, in building up to stability 
the Great Republic. Rugged virtue and frugality, 
with indomitable bravery, seem to have been the 

conditions of the Swiss national existence ; shall we 
err very far in believing that the imitation of those 
virtues will be the condition on which only we can 
endure and prosper? ?-Henry Morford. 

THE FEMALE MISER. 

The soul in saddest pity turns away 
From man,'grown calculating, hard and cold, . . 

All things forgotten, higher than the clay, '; 
' 

. And only one God truly worshiped :?gold I 
But how much more disgust yet blends with pain, 
When gentle woman, to herself untrue, 

Creates a deity from hoarded gain, 
And worships it with fervor ever new'! 

The-brows are wrinkled with the miser's thought'; 
The hands are thinned with grasping such a prize; 

And all the loving instincts, half untaught, . 

Have grown to greed, in aging lips anicf eyes. 
Unhallowed rings the chink from clutching palm: 

Unholy glows the fond and gloating smile: 

Joy's tumult to be hushed in death's sad calm,' 
And all abandoned, in so brief a while! . : ... 

The Spur of Monmouthv : 
A Historical and Centennial Romance of fh^evolutim. 

from personal relations and documents* never 
before made public. 

. By an Ex-Pension-Agent. 

. CHAPTER XXIV. 
the prayer of valley-forge. - 

Few incidents in the life and action of Washing 
ton, while at the head of the Army of Independence,, 
have been offener related or more depended upon as 

furnishing a reliable key to the inner depths of his 
character, than thePrayer, of Valley Forge." And 

yet nearly a century has passed since the utterance 

of that prayer, without the circumstances surround 

ing it being fully understood, and without its being; 
generally knpwn who were the more important wit 

nesses to that'act of dependence upon the Divine 

Will, on the part of him who felt himself so in need 
.of the Almighty direcfion. 

In the accounts of the winter at Valley Forge, this 

paragraph, or something very like it, will ordinarily: 
be found: "How seriously the responsibility of the 

struggle at that period weighed upon the comman 
der-in-chief, may be discovered through an occur 

rence during that encampment. Passing through a 

thicket, 6ner day, a man named Isaac Potts, residing 
near the head-quarters, had his attention arrested, by 
the sound of a human voice,' apparently in plea?ing 
tonies, within the shelter of the trees. Anxious to 
know what this supplication in such a spot could 
mean, he made his way carefully nearer, and peeped 

through the b>ranches for the purpose of discovery. 
What was his surprise, when sufficiently near to ob 
serve the place and the speaker, to see that it was 

Washington, kneeling on the ground in the covert 
of the trees, with his hands clasped and his tearful 
eyes raised to heaven, pouring out anxious supplica 
tions for his periled country, and for wisdom to 

guide its destinies out of the path of danger! Awed 
and impressed, the observer stole away without 

alarming the kneeling suppliant, and returning to 
his home, answered the inquiries of his wife as to the 

meaning of his absorbed manner and downcast looks, 

by the impressive words: 'Now I know that the 
cause of the patriots must triumph; for I have just 
seen a spectacle the most remarkable in all history 

?Washington kneeling in prayer for his country, 
with the tears running down his cheeks and his 
voice broken by emotion. Surely the man and his 

cause are blessed of heaven, and they must prosper/ 
" 

Such is the accepted record, which nearly every 
reader of revolutionary history will remember. True 

in the main, that record is incorrect in so many 

particulars, and so defective in others, that the time 

is full ripe for stating the truth with reference to 
it, as derived from those who were at that junc 
ture within the full opportunity of ascertaining the 
facts involved, if not within sound of the alleged 
voice of supplication. 

It was under no tree that Washington knelt:, the 
merest trifle of reflection would suggest that he must 
have been unlikely to do so, at midwinter, and in 
the snow, which for all that period covered every 
foot of ground in the neighborhood of the Schuyl 
kill. . Such men as Washington, of whatever time, 
do not utter their orisons aloud, outside some place 
of recognized worship, and where there is equal pos 
sibility of their being overheard and misunderstood. 

No one* can say that Isaac Potts may not have seen 

the kneeling commander, as certainly others saw 

him, with very--different eyes from those of the owner 

of the head-quarters. 
' 
But that he heard him is cer 

tainly not true ; and that the succeeding scene, at 

his house, is entirely"imaginary, is evident from the 

two facts that at that time Isaac Potts was a widower, 
and that more than such a spectacle would have been 

needed to convert to any assured belief in the patriot 
cause,; one who regarded it from his point of view. 

It is time, as already said; that the truth of this 
memorable scene should be recorded, whatever the 

record may suggest as to the burthen of those sup 
plications which the Father of his Country undoubt 

edly then and there uttered, in that most impressive 
utterance only reaching the ears invisible. 

If was something past n?on on the 17th of January 
of that merriorable year, that two men crossed the 

bridge over the Valley Creek, descending toward 
the Schuylkill and their quarters from a visit just 
paid to the invalided troops in the hospital on the 
road half-a-mile toward-Phcenixville. 

' 
Both wore, 

half hidden under the heavy cloaks protecting them 
from the winter cold, the uniform of general officers; 
and yet both were among the very youngest in the 
service (with the single exception of Alexander . 

Hamilton), enjoying such high commands as their 

epaulets proclaimed. In feature and bearing, except 
for a certain manly pride in each, no two could have 
been more dissimilar; while probably in the whole 
army no two more affected the society of each other. 
The elder of the two?something more than thirty 
years of age?was by far the handsomer, though far 
less likely to catch-the feminine eye oftenefst appeal 
ed to by grace andr manhood. He was tall, full 

figured, with somethi|ig German in the cast of coun 
tenance, the nose markedly long and a little aquiline, 
the eyes very dark, sad and almost pleading in their 

expression, and the mouth a veritable cupid's-bow of 

tender, pensive kindness, long afterward remember 

ed and commented upcm by those who fought at his 
side and under his command, as completing the most 

lovable of manly faces ?one that inspired confi 

dence almost in a moment, arid held it with a tenacity 
not common to those impressing others so quickly. 
This officer/whose portraits have often been riiis 
taken for those of Washington, though much hand 
somer than his superior, and much younger ^hen 

brought into intimacy with him?was General Peter 

M?hlenberg: one of the rriost marked figures, in 
some other regards than his physical presence, of all 
those who took part in the great struggle. He it 

was who, while 
" 

parson ?f Woodstock," in Virginia, 
had taken early part in the resistance to British 
claims, in' 1774, been chairman of the Committee of 

Safety of his county, held a seat in the House of 

BurgesseSj and finally presented a spectacle of in 
terest not often matched in history, by preaching a 
farewell sermon to the people of his charge, announ 

cing that 
" 

there was a time to pray, a time to preach, 
and a time to fight: that the latter had come, and he 
was about to change his line of duty to the field," 
ending by throwing off his surplice, showing the 
uniform of a colonel beneath it, and descending the 
Lutheran pulpit stairs to order the drum beaten, the 
muster-roll read and filled, and his regiment mustered 

for active service, within that hour, and at the very 
door of the church ! He if was who had thereafter 
served so faithfully in the South, then risen to the 
command of the Virginia line, and stood beside 

Washington from Middlebrook to Germantown, 

proving that he fought quite as well as he prayed, 
and necessarily winning among the rough and gra 

phic talkers of the army the inevitable name of the 

"fighting parson," while no man could say that he 

had ever brought disgrace upon the cloth thus sum 

manly abandoned. 

The still younger man, who walked that day beside 
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Peter Muhlenburg, and who proved his personal 
habits to be a trifle less hardy by keeping his cloak 
drawn more closely around him than was that of the 

Virginian,?was one of those rare mortals destined 

to shed almost equal lustre on the history of two 
continents ? to be of great usefulness and immense 

influence in both, and to win the applauding verdict 
, of the world through circumstances offering many 

temptations, presenting many difficulties, and likely 
to wreck the probity of any except the most stead 
fast. Scarcely more than one-and-twenty years of 

age at that timeTr- of moderate stature and slight 
figure, with (like his companion) the nose very long, 
but depressed above the nostrils, and then rising 
suddenly and sharply at the end, giving a sort of 

bird-air, which suggested the word "perky;" with 
the eyebrows naturally raised high, as if always in 
readiness for the peculiar shrug of the*French ; and 
that feature, and the head thrown well back, creating 
some impression of vanity and much of open-eyed 

quick\ observation ? 
such, with hair always a little 

elaborately curled, a wealth of ruffles at the throat, 
the Cross of St. Louis on his lappel, and his whole 

array in marked fashionable contrast to that of the 
sober-habited Muhlenberg? such was, at that junc 
ture, Gilbert Motier, Marquis de Lafayette, the truest 
and most heartful of volunteers in the cause of 

liberty, the noble whom the lettres de cachet of a king 
could not turn from his purpose of aiding America 

; with sword and purse, and the man who had been 
\ fortunate enough to marry, in the person of the 

Countess Anastasie, daughter of the Duke de 
Noailles, a helpmate who could aid him with wealth1 

I 
. and impel him forward fp.ttie field of honor by her 

S self-sacrificing counsel. f 

\ It is well, perhaps, that we do not always foresee 
the consequences of our own actions; so crippled 

I might be the hand of activity, if we did so without 
the circumscribing influences of our mortality ! For, 
in the light of succeeding events, and in view,of the 
number of instances thereafter , in which Lafayette, 
in his own: land, was to be called upon to stand be 
tween the people of riis own bipod and the demons 

\ of disorder and anarchy, for which the claim was: 

always made that they had fheir origin in the carry-; 
ing back to France of revolutionary and republican 

principles; by the French officers and soldiery who: 
had shared in the struggle of American liberation:-r 
could the generous young noble, at that hour, have 

been gifted with the faculty of foreknowledge, who 
can say, whether he might not have considered the 

risk far beyond the duty, withdrawn that helping 
hand and that influence so necessary, and left the 

Land of the West to whatever fate it could accom 

plish through its own unaided valor? No such gift 
was his, however; not more could he foresee, on 

that January, day of 1778, the awful kaleidoscope of 
1769 to 1793, the Day of Confederation, the Bonnet 

Rouge, or Olmutz, than he could, look forward to 

1824 and his; return as a demigori to the country he 
was then assisting.to free, or 1830 and the time when 

he w.as once more and for the last to stand between 

an unstable people and a second Reign of Terror. 

There was one bond of fellowship between the 
young Frenchman, then only a few days returned 

from the North and the abandoned preparations for 
the new expedition against Canada, and the Virginia 
officer who had been with the army throughout all 
its late operations 

? one bond, of no little strength,; 
and yet only understood by those Who thoroughly 
knew both. Lafayette, never a good Englishman in 

the use of language, had not then, as yet, shaken off 

the more declared idioms of the Gallic tongue; and 
few officers of the army spoke the French so well as 
Peter Muhlenberg, whose long residence on the 

continent of Europe, before his ordination, had 

made both that and the German nearly as natural to 

him as his native English. Lafayette, as is well 
known, affected the society of the elder, on that ac 

count as well as from personal liking ; and they were 
often together when the exigencies of the service 
allowed. 

Crossing the little bridge over the Valley Creek, 
that day, the two had temporarily forgotten both 
place and time, and were deep in a conversation, in 

French, on the literature of that language,? the 

young Frenchman having, so to speak, gone home 

to his own loved land, and the other willingly accom 

panied him. Forming the corner of the road, as it 

turned down the creek toward the Schuylkill, stood 
a barn, with the yards belonging to it ? at some little 
distance from the head-quarters, but appertaining to 

it, and used by the commander-in-chief for stabling 

his favorite white horse, and one or two other ani 

mals of his stud. Among the horses then in the 
stables, was a fine brown, lately the property of 

Washington, but within a few days presented by him 
to JLafayette, on his return from the North, and not 

yet removed to the possession of the latter. It 
chanced that General Muhlenberg had not yet seen 
the animal; and Lafayette invited him, as they ap 
proached the barn, to enter and view his valuable 

acquisition 
? an acquisition, by the way, which he 

retained throughout the war, in full efficiency for 
service, and spent no inconsiderable sum to have 

taken in safety to France when his labors of love in 
America were ended. 

Conversation between the companions had drop 

ped, as they came nigh the door of the barn ; and it 
was not resumed as Lafayette laid his hand on the 
door and opened it. As he did so, the door making 
literally no noise, the winter light streamed full into 
the lean-to connected with the stable, and for one 

nptable moment revealed a spectacle which, de 

scribed improperly and with singular distortions, has 
been the subject of narration and admiration over 

the world for an entire century. There it was that, 
in that instant's glance, they saw the Father of his 

Country kneeling, on some of the hay thrown down 
from above for later supply to the horses ? the cloak 
cast back from his noble figure, his hat lying beside 
him, his hands clasped and raised to heaven, and his 

closed eyes looking upward as only the eyes of 
faith and Christian confidence can do, to the Father 
of Light, whose presence is no surer in the temple 
than the hovel ? 

nay, whose well-beloved Son had 

his pl?ce of earthly nativity in a stable sheltering far 
humbler animals than those of this place and pres 
ence. 

No spoken word was issuing from, the lips of the 

suppliant 
? at that moment, whatever might have 

been the case at some other spot and season. The 

closed eyes evidently saw nothing earthly 
? not even 

the light streaming suddenly in ?as the closed ears 
as evidently heard not the,opening of the door. The 
face, ?s Peter Muhlenberg sometimes spoke of it. 
later, was grandly sad and sorrowful, seeming entire 

ly wrapped in awful contemplation of human weak 

ness and that eternal might which could alone sup 

plement and make it able to do its duty in the world. 
-Not one of* the seers or prophets of old had ever 

been more thoroughly carried away from mere imme 

diate: surroundings 
? more completely engrossed in 

the highest office and privilege of humanity 
? than 

seemed the hero at that memorable moment. Who 

shall -say (though many have taken upon them 
selves to say), what formed the burthen of that 
voiceless but most earnest prayer? That in it was 

embodied such a supplication for his periled coun 

try; as few lips have ever uttered, the. man and his; 

surroundings alike contribute to prove. That there 

was also embodied an agonized appeal for personal 

guidance from above, in the task which at that junc 
ture may have seemed beyond the ability of any 

mere mortal, is not more to be doubted : without the 

certainty of this, George Washington would not have 
been George Washington, and the history of the 
United States of America would have needed to be 
far differently written. But what more? Who shall 
say what more ? Who shall guess what more ? Were 
th8re other clouds and shadows wrapping heart and 
brain of the hero, at that stage of his existence, than 

even those involving the fate of his beloved land? 
Were there.other strengths necessary, and so recog 
nized, than those which should make him wise in 
council and invincible in the field? Once more ? 

who shall say? So it was that the physical fact of 
the Prayer of Valley Forge came to human knowl 

edge : we may well leave the subject of the prayer 
to the destinies hearing words in the. silence and 

either answering or denying them. 

All this, to the sight of the two spectators, occu 

pied but a moment. It would not be truth to say 
that Lafayette shut the door on the instant; some 

thing outside himself held eye and hand until both he 
and his companion had fully taken in the scene and 

comprehended its purport. Then, gently and si 

lently as he might have drawn the scarf over the 

face of a sleeping babe, the young French officer 
closed the door, and the two stood looking into each 

other's faces, without. Not a word, even then ? not 
a word until, by mutual consent, they had retraced 

their steps through the narrow yard, to the road, 
arid were turning once more in the direction of the 

Schuylkill. Even then, the words to be put upon 
record with reference to it, were few, but how preg 

nant with meaning! Spoken, like those last preced 

ing them, in French, they have their place here, in 
their English rendering: 

" 
He is a wonderful man ? the commander !"?the 

exclamation of Lafayette. 
"The spectacle is a sublime one; it fills me with 

shame while it inspires me with new faith and hope! 
" 

the reply of Muhlenberg. 
"As how, general?" the inquiry and the glance 

accompanying, evidencing surprise. " As thus, marquis ! I descended from a pulpit to 
assume arms: George Washington, in the midst of a 

warlike profession, ascends higher, and more, near to 

God, than my pulpit. It is well for the cause ? for 
him; but as for me ?do you not understand that it 
shames me?" 

" Shames you, general ? Not so. Pardon me if I 

say that, instead, it should make your pride the 

higher, as showing that prayer and the profession of 
arms are not incompatible, when the prayer is earn 

est and the cause is felt to be just! Think once 
more, general; am I not right ? 

" 

"You are right, marquis!" warmly grasping the 
hand of the other. 

" 
You are right, and I thank you." 

" 
I am not of your faith, general, or of the com 

mander's, as you know," was the reply, with the 

grasp of the hand warmly returned. "But all faiths 
meet together, here. Duty is noble; prayer is yet 
nobler. In my country I sometimes fear that they 
have half forgotten to pray. When they quite for 

get, the good God keep them from themselves !" 
" Amen! ? But let us hope that such a time will 

never come ?there or here !" said the Virginian. 
"Yes, let us hope so, general. But who knows? 

I trust that the commander did not see or hear us ? 

that we did not disturb him. Feste on the horse that 
should have led me into the danger of doing so ! No 

? that is not well; for what I have seen I shall 
never forget, and I would not forget it if I could." 

"Nor I, marquis ?be sure." 

No ? both were right in the assertion. Peter 

Muhlenberg never lost the memory of that scene, 

or quite forgot the feeling of that moment, in the I 
later days of the war or the honorable occupations 

following it. And did ^Gilbert Motier, Marquis de 

Lafayette, when his fearful alternative prophecy had 

been proved sooth ?when a whole nation not only 

forgot prayer but denied God, and throned a courte 

san as the Goddess of Reason and the proper ruling 

power of the universe? 

CHRISTMAS OF '75. 

When you draw the curtain's bright fold, 
And shut out the fierce freezing cold; 
When fires are warmest and brightest, 
And hearts are gayest and lightest ; 
When soft carpets hush all the echoes, 
And voices as sweet as the cuckoo's 

Ring through the close bolted door, 
Do you think of the poor ? 

In your favorite seat, at your ease, 
While over the ivory keys 
Your daughter's white fingers are straying? 
How fair she is at her playing! 
As pure as the sweet Madonna 
That looks from the wall upon her ? 

When the song is finished and o'er, 
Do you think of the poor ? . 

' 
/ 

Do you think with a sigh of pity, 
Of the cellars all over the city, 
So dark, and dismal, and cold, 

Where huddle the young and the old ? 

Huddle and freeze together 
In the terrible winter weather ? 

As for you the happy hours wane, 
Do you think of their pain ? 

Do you think of the beauty and sweetness, 
Of womanhood's lovely completeness, 
Sold for a morsel of bread, 
And a place for the fair guilty head ? ? 

Sold when temptation was dire, 
Crushed like a rose in the mire ? 

With your pure, happy daughters and mothers, 
Do you think of these others ? 

To-day, the glad bells are ringing, 
And choral voices are singing . 

His praises, who, born with the lowly, 
Taught that love only makes holy; 
Saying, oh, brother, to thee: 
" What thou dost for these is for Me." 

We may forget, but be sure, 
He thinks of His poor. 

? Mrs. M. F. Butts. 
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